
Cleaning Equipment 

SR LC MINI Automated cleaning of plates or screens. 
Washes both sides at once with "slide in" carrier. Fully 

sealed for protection for staff and plant. Semi Auto (LST & 
LSRT) or Fully Auto (ALS & ALRS) versions in 2 sizes 

1000 x 1000mm or 1400 x 1200mm. Cleaning, washing 
and rinsing fully programmable to allows optimization of 
different cleaning programs. Exclusively pneumatic for 

flammable areas. 

SE LC MANUAL PLATE/ SCREEN WASH. Safe and 
efficient cleaning of printing plates, parts, tools, containers, 

silk screen frames. 
Fully pneumatic and can be used with flammable or non-
flammable solvents. Supplied with two self-feed brushes 
(fed by the pneumatic pump) to combine a mechanical 

action with the chemical action of the solvent. 

VERTICAL WASH Self contained washing for corrugated 
cliches and plates. Designed to wash all waterbased flexo 
inks from plates in a sealed booth so operator is never in 
contact with the cleaning chemical for increased OH&S.  

3 Versions & 2 Sizes: 
VW Manual: Washing. 

VW Basic: Wash, rinse & dry. Manual 
VW Evolution: Fully automatic wash, rinse & dry.  

FL ROLLCLEAN: Cleans print cylinders, screens, sleeves, 
rollers, ink trays, ink chambers in one cycle. 

Top section features continuously rotating shafts to rotate 
print screens, cylinders and anilox rollers and lower section 

has a large bay with fixed jets for trays and parts. 
4 sizes with optional automatic operation all pneumatic for 

safety with flammable cleaning agents and with re-
circulation of cleaning liquids  

Avflex Australia are pleased to now partner with IRAC Cleaning Solutions in Italy to provide our customers the very best & safest 
pressroom cleaning solutions in the market today. Innovative new SAFE alternatives to conventional cleaning tasks to provide 

improved staff OH&S, real cost savings, maximised productivity, less downtime and less waste. 



FL BASIC and FL ALLCLEAN Are universal jet wash systems 
for cleaning ink fountains, trays, sleeves, 

anilox rollers, mechanical components and tooling.  
 

FL Basic & FL Allcean feature a large internal shelf surrounded 
by an array of fixed nozzles that effectively spray cleaning 

solvent.  
 

FL ALLCLEAN has a moving basket carrying parts with 
longitudinal movement of 10-15 cm to improve the mechanical 

action.   

AV SOLVENT RECYCLER  Available in sizes from 15- 
200 litres, exclusively designed and manufactured to meet 

the complex needs of recycling solvents and providing 
substantial cost benefits. 

Can be supplied in ATEX EX II 3G (Zone 2)  or ATEX II 2G 
EX explosion-proof for hazardous areas (Zone 1) all UL 

Certified.  

CPV 3 DRUM COMPACTORS: Hydraulic Vertical 
Drum Compactors. 

Minimise waste volumes for massive cost savings. 
Contact us for a tailored solution to your needs.  

LP COMPACT 60 (right) designed to clean 
single pails inside and out with twin jets. 

Manual and auto options and safe for 
flammable liquids.  

 
FLPW PAIL WASH (left) Manual or auto 

cleaning of pails. Fully Stainless Steel and 
pneumatic for use with flammable liquids 
with optional air drying. Cleans inside and 

out in 2 or 5 pail option. 


